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Government of Canada Announces Most Fuel-Efficient ...
Whether you've got a long daily commute or always stay closer to home, maximizing your MPG has never meant more. Here are the most fuelefficient Hatchbacks of 2011, ranked by combined fuel ...
2011 Toyota RAV4 Specifications - The Car Guide
Dodge Fuel Consumption* Avenger SE Canada Value Package SXT R/T 2.4 L I-4 DOHC 16V DUAL VVT 4-Speed Automatic Transmission 173 hp 9.9 L /
100 km (29 mpg) city
FUEL CONSUMPTION GUIDE HELPS CANADIANS SAVE MONEY, FUEL ...
Understanding your fuel consumption and vehicle's actual costs can help you save big money. it's easy and free. join fuelly today. Play Video. Drive
Smarter. Fuelly helps you calculate your vehicle's fuel economy. Tracking your usage over time can help you monitor changes to your driving habits
and keep tabs on the health of your vehicle.
Here’s why Canada, U.S. fuel numbers are so different
The Car Guide is the benchmark of excellence for the Canadian automotive landscape. It offers news, reviews, and exclusive videos, as well as all of
the important details concerning new and used ...
Compare Cars Side-by-Side - Fuel Economy
OTTAWA ' Once you decide on the colour of your next vehicle, Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) can provide the best reference for you on its fuel
efficiency. The Honourable Herb Dhaliwal, Minister of Natural Resources Canada, today announced the release of the 2004 Fuel Consumption Guide
and the winners of the 2004 EnerGuide Awards for the most fuel-efficient new vehicles sold in Canada.
2011 Fuel Economy Guide Now Available | Department of Energy
A few days ago, Natural Resources Canada quietly posted its 2018 Fuel Consumption Guide, which provides lots of information about vehicle
emissions, fuel efficiency and fuel-saving technologies ...
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Print the Fuel Consumption Guide. Download fuel consumption ratings datasets for model years 1995 to 2019. Note: An issue has been detected
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with select diesel vehicles sold in Canada. Please contact VW Canada Inc. for more information. Note: An issue has been detected in the U.S. with
select diesel vehicles. Please contact Fiat Chrysler ...
Dodge Fuel Consumption*
Datasets provide model-specific fuel consumption ratings and estimated carbon dioxide emissions for new light-duty vehicles for retail sale in
Canada. To help you compare vehicles from different model years, the fuel consumption ratings for 1995 to 2014 vehicles have been adjusted to
reflect the improved testing that is more representative of ...
2018 Fuel Consumption Guide - nrcan.gc.ca
Every day, more than 218 million litres of fuel are pumped into vehicle fuel tanks across Canada. The industry that refines and distributes this fuel is
helping to keep Canadians on the move. The industry you see today is the result of over a hundred years of investment in expertise, technology, and
infrastructure.
2019 Fuel Consumption Guide | Natural Resources Canada
Here's why Canada, U.S. fuel numbers are so different. ... 2011 When it comes to fuel economy standards, what's the reason for the cross-border
discrepancy in the reported numbers for each car ...
Fuel consumption ratings - Open Government Portal
Consumer Reports guide to fuel economy will help you find the most fuel efficient car and save money at the pump.
Fuel consumption ratings search tool
It supplements the Board's 2011 Eco‐Friendly Taxi Guide. This document lists each edition for all vehicle models in North America. The information
originates from Natural Resources Canada ("NRC"). The "combined fuel consumption rating" ("CFCR") for each vehicle is calculated by the Board
Guide to Fuel Economy - Consumer Reports
The 2018 Fuel Consumption Guide provides model-specific fuel consumption information about 2018 model year light-duty vehicles. The information
can be used to compare the fuel consumption of different models and help you to select the most fuel-efficient vehicle that meets your everyday
needs. Fuel use is an ongoing expense and should be considered
Fuel economy in automobiles - Wikipedia
Side-by-Side comparison of cars and trucks. Compare the gas mileage and greenhouse gas emissions of new and used cars and trucks
Fuel Consumption Ratings for 2011 Vehicles
Model Year 2011 Fuel Economy ... We hope you’ll find the Fuel Economy Guide easy to use! Fuel economy and annual fuel cost data are organized
by vehicle class (see page 2 for a list of classes). Within each class, vehicles are listed alphabetically by manufacturer and model.
contents
Download the 2019 Fuel Consumption Guide [PDF – 2.14 MB] The 2019 Fuel Consumption Guide gives information about the fuel consumption of
2019 model year light-duty vehicles. You can use this information to compare vehicles as you shop for the most fuel-efficient vehicle that meets
your everyday needs.
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Fuelly - Track and Compare your MPG
In mid-January, the 2011 Fuel Consumption Guide will be released. The Guide lists the fuel efficiency for vehicles sold in Canada and will be available
at most new vehicle dealerships, motor vehicle licence agencies, participating Canadian Automobile Association offices and participating Credit
Union offices across Canada.
The Fuels Industry - Canadian Fuels Association
Home » 2011 Fuel Economy Guide Now Available Last week the Department of Energy (DOE) and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released
the 2011 Fuel Economy Guide . This annual guide provides consumers with information about estimated mileage and fuel costs for model year 2011
vehicles.
Most Fuel Efficient Hatchbacks of 2011 | Kelley Blue Book
Find out about how to use the Guide. Find out more about vehicle emissions. Disclaimer: The fuel consumption and emissions data reported on this
website is based on laboratory testing in controlled conditions and should be used for comparative purposes only. Your on-road fuel consumption
and emissions will depend on the circumstances in which ...
Canada’s most fuel-efficient cars and SUVs for 2018 | Car ...
The fuel economy of an automobile relates distance traveled by a vehicle and the amount of fuel consumed. Consumption can be expressed in terms
of volume of fuel to travel a distance, or the distance travelled per unit volume of fuel consumed. Since fuel consumption of vehicles is a significant
factor in air pollution, and since importation of motor fuel can be a large part of a nation's ...
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